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Los mejores recursos gratuitos para aprender y enseñar inglés 

Comparative adjectives 

 

1. Complete with a comparative adjective and all the necessary words. 
 
1. Snakes are ............................. (fast) snails. 

2. London is ............................ (big) Madrid. 

3. Snails are ........................... (slow) snakes. 

4. My literature book is .................................. (difficult) my English book. 

5. Lord of the Rings is ................................... (interesting) Mission Impossible. 

 
 
2. Make sentences comparing these things, as in the example. 

1. English / maths (important)  English is more important than maths 

2. A tortoise / a cat (slow)   .............................................................. 

3. My friend / I (handsome)   .............................................................. 

4. Chocolate milkshakes / lemonade (good)  ........................................................... 

5. A tiger / a rabbit (dangerous)  ............................................................... 

6. The North Pole / Africa (cold)  ............................................................... 

7. Swimming / skating (easy)  ............................................................... 

8. The Eiffel Tower / my house (big) ............................................................... 

9. A stone / a feather (heavy)  ............................................................... 

10. Planes / cars (fast)   ............................................................... 

 

3. Write the comparative form. 

1. big  ..........    6. good .......... 

2. happy ..........    7. easy .......... 

3. expensive ..........    8. great .......... 

4. intelligent ..........    9. interesting .......... 

5. boring ..........    10. bad .......... 

 

4. Complete with the comparative form of the adjectives in the box. 

Far   cold   hot   modern 

 1.   Summer is .......... than spring. 

2. Winter is .......... than summer. 

3. The Eiffel Tower is .......... than the Coliseum. 

4. China is .......... than Italy.  
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Answers 
 
 
Exercise 1: 
 
1. Snakes are faster than snails. 

2. London is bigger than Madrid. 

3. Snails are slower than snakes. 

4. My literature book is more difficult than my English book. 

5. Lord of the Rings is more interesting than Mission Impossible. 

 
 
Exercise 2: 

2. A tortoise is slower than a cat.  

3. My friend is more handsome than I.  

4. Chocolate milkshakes are better than lemonade. 

5. A tiger is more dangerous than a rabbit. 

6. The North Pole is colder than Africa. 

7. Swimming is easier than skating. 

8. The Eiffel Tower is bigger than my house  

9. A stone is heavier than a feather. 

10. Planes are faster than cars.    

 

Exercise 3: 

1. bigger    6. better 

2. happier    7. easier  

3. more expensive   8. greater  

4. more intelligent   9. more interesting  

5. more boring   10. worse 

 

Exercise 4: 

 1.   Summer is hotter than spring. 

1. Winter is colder than summer. 

2. The Eiffel Tower is more modern than the Coliseum. 

3. China is further/farther than Italy.  

 


